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Sir — Sally Lehrman speculates that the
volatile and declining US stock markets
may eventually “trigger more investor
interest” in biotechnology stocks (Nature
395, 104; 1998). The fundamentals of the
biotech industry argue otherwise: there are
too many companies pursuing too few
products that are fantastically expensive to
move through the regulatory pipeline. 

The regulation of drugs has become so
burdensome in the United States that the
time required for development — from
discovery to market approval — has more
than doubled since 1964, from 6.5 to 14.8
years. During the 1990s the time from the
start of clinical trials of a drug to its
marketing approval has been lengthening.
Such prolonged research demands an ever-
increasing amount of capital. From 1977 to
1996, approvals of new chemical entities by
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
remained relatively flat, while research

spending by pharmaceutical companies
increased from $3 billion annually to
almost $20 billion. 

Bringing a drug to market in the United
States now costs more than $500 million, by
far the highest price tag in the world. 

Biotech companies have enjoyed less
than stunning success at jumping through
the FDA’s hoops. According to the FDA’s
website (www.fda.gov), the agency
approved only two new biotech drugs in
1994, one in 1995, none in 1996, five during
1997, and none during the first quarter of
this year. (These figures do not include
duplicates of products already marketed by
other companies.) That dubious record is
reflected in the performance of biotech
mutual funds, which, according to Charles
Schwab & Co. (www.schwab.com), have
consistently underperformed the Standard
and Poor’s 500 (a major stock index) during
the past ten years. 

These regulatory costs and delays have
given rise to an inauspicious imbalance
between products and companies. In April
the Pharmaceutical Research and
Manufacturers of America organization
counted only 350 biotech-derived drugs in
clinical trials from the 1,000 US biotech
companies. Drug developers cannot afford
to gamble on products that are not likely to
be blockbusters. 

Although biotechnology applied to
pharmaceuticals has made signal
contributions to medical therapeutics, it
languishes far behind its potential. Life-
saving products will continue to emerge,
albeit at a trickle of what is possible, but
from the vantage point of most companies
and investors, there seems little reason for
great optimism. 
Henry I. Miller
Hoover Institution, Stanford University,
Stanford, California 94305-6010, USA
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Rising costs hold up drug discovery

Gender gap in health
decline in East Europe

Sir —The health decline among middle-aged
men in Eastern Europe between 1950 and
the late 1980s associated with cardiovascular
disease1 has continued. Between 1990 and
1994, male life expectancy in Russia, for
example, fell by more than six years2,
yielding the widest gender gap in life
expectancy (13.5 years) of all European
countries. Intervention efforts aimed solely
at the traditional risk factors of smoking,
blood pressure, lipids and obesity are
insufficient to stop this epidemic. A more
productive approach to prevent premature
death among Eastern European men might
be to strengthen social relationships,
decrease social isolation and depression, and
to increase adaptive coping skills. 

Eastern and Western European men
differ very little with regard to standard
coronary risk factors, their alcohol
consumption and obesity3. However, there
are striking differences between Eastern and
Western European men in psychosocial risk
factors: for example, Lithuanian men, who
are four times more likely to die from
coronary heart disease than Swedish men4,
report more depression and exhaustion,
less social support and integration, and
fewer effective coping strategies than their
Swedish counterparts3. 

Women in Eastern Europe have not been
affected in the same manner by the
cardiovascular disease epidemic2. They also
smoke less, are less likely to be hypertensive,

and have higher levels of protective high-
density lipoprotein cholesterol than men.
Even so, only 40% of the variation in the
gender ratios of mortality from coronary
heart disease in 24 countries (including
Russia, Lithuania, Poland and the former
Czechoslovakia5) can be explained by
differences in the known risk factors.
Women may be less affected because they
report more social support, are more
socially integrated, and cope better with life
crises and disasters than men6,7. Men are
more likely to use avoidant coping, such as
denial, distraction and increased alcohol
consumption, whereas women use vigilant
strategies6. Although women report more
depression, they are more likely to accept
depression as a disorder to be treated than
are men8. 

These gender differences may contribute
to the health decline among Eastern
European men, who have to cope with
economic uncertainty, disruption of
traditional male roles and the break-up of
social relations, as well as the social stigma
associated with the need to ask for help or
turn to one’s social network for support. 
Gerdi Weidner
Department of Psychology,
State University of New York at Stony Brook,
Stony Brook, New York 11794-2500, USA
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Missing the mark on
misconduct

Sir — Nature devotes an editorial to the
topic of “scientific misconduct”, takes a
swipe at Congressman John Dingell and
records that the US president’s National
Science and Technology Council has not
been able to define the term in two-and-a-
half years (Nature 394, 815; 1998).

As a student of science policy, I
submitted to the council for consideration
(as I do the entire science community) the
question: why is “scientific misconduct”
confined only to communication by
scientists to scientists in scientific journals?
What is the evidence that any substantial
harm has been done to the progress of
science, or to society which foots the bill? By
these statistically infrequent and
scientifically insignificant examples we only
prove that scientists have average human
behavioural characteristics.

It has been my thesis that what the
science community must give more
attention to is the scientific misconduct that
is vastly more significant to society and to
the total ecology of science. I refer to the
misconduct in irresponsible or misleading
communications to the public. Alvin
Weinberg, founding director of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory and wise analyst of
science policy, long ago wrote of the
absolute necessity for means “to keep
scientists honest and mechanisms for
injecting more responsibility into the
scientific debate, especially when it is
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conducted outside the scientific forum”,
that is, in all dealings with the public.

Let us compare the two ‘victim’
populations. Each specialist science
community is fully equipped and prepared
to detect fraud (or honest error) in any
paper. But the public is utterly defenceless
against any exaggerated claim or hype,
however egregious. Moreover, there may be
enormous public consequences, such as the
misdirection of billions of dollars resulting
from such fraud or scientific misconduct
because it influences the public.

It is also not possible for scientists to
blame journalists for exaggerating their
claims, unless they publicly disown them
when they appear. I submit that all persons
or bodies thinking about scientific
misconduct should concern themselves first
with the ethics of our behaviour when we
deal with the public.
Rustum Roy
102 Materials Research Laboratory,
Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pennsylvania 16802-4801, USA

Question marks over
genetic counselling

Sir — Perhaps the high tide of genetic
determinism in all things biological is
beginning to recede a little at last. I was
relieved to read of the caution advised by
the UK bioethics committee with regard to
genetic screening as a means of predicting
the susceptibility of individuals to mental
disorders (Nature 395, 309; 1998).

Even the most fervent supporters of the
contentious idea that there is a significant
genetic component to mental disorders
would probably be prepared to admit that
the correlation between the occurrence of a
gene and that of a disorder in these cases is
statistical. There are plenty of people with
the gene, but not the disorder, and plenty of
others with the disorder, but not the gene.
This is also true of the much publicized
genes ‘for’ heart disease and breast cancer,
among others.

What does the individual do with the
knowledge that they carry such genes and
what advice can genetic counsellors give
them? Don’t smoke, don’t drink too much,
be careful about what you eat, take a little
exercise, avoid stress and, you there with
that gene, even more so? This is stretching
the concept of genetic determinism beyond
utility.

At a recent conference on the
commercial potential of genomics I heard a
representative of those who wish to offer
such screening to all individuals on a
commercial basis concede that their
counsellors sometimes had difficulty in

communicating the importance of the
information to the recipients. He appeared
to think that this was a problem of
education and perhaps he was right, though
the problem may be his, not theirs. The
recipients may have been sufficiently well
educated to realize that statistics are
properties of populations, not individuals,
and, even if the assumptions about the
genetic component of the disease were
actually correct, the information they were
receiving was absolutely useless to them.
Alan Akers
120 Avenue de Strasbourg,
67170 Brumath, France

Germany keen to reduce
the nuclear threat

Sir — The German government is keenly
interested in diminishing the dangers arising
from the enormous stocks of plutonium no
longer required for nuclear weapons and still
held by certain states. It has taken an active
part in all efforts to find ways of finally
disposing of this material and is well
acquainted with the ideas put forward by
Frank N. von Hippel in your Commentary,
“How to simplify the plutonium problem”
(Nature 394, 415–416; 1998).

I categorically reject the author’s
outrageous and totally spurious charge that
Germany has “pursued the development of
nuclear weapons under the cover of
‘civilian’ plutonium programmes”. I refute
his association of Germany with nuclear
pariah states such as Iraq, North Korea or
Pakistan and his insistence that “the danger
is not past”. Comments of this nature fly in
the face of all Germany’s declarations,
commitments and treaty obligations since
its accession to the Western European
Union and the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization as well as the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty.

Moreover, they completely disregard
decades of Euratom and International
Atomic Energy Agency reports and
safeguards inspections confirming the
absolutely peaceful character of Germany’s
activities in nuclear research and power
generation. These allegations are entirely
devoid of foundation.
Martin Erdmann
Federal Foreign Office,
Auswärtiges Amt, Postfach 1148,
53001 Bonn, Germany

Frank N. von Hippel replies — I included
Germany (and Sweden) in a long list of
countries which I said “have all pursued the
development of nuclear weapons under the
cover of ‘civilian’ plutonium programmes”.
The following sentence began:

“Fortunately, internal political changes and
external pressures have aborted most of
these programmes...”.

Germany and Sweden both abandoned
their nuclear-weapons programmes before
they signed the non-proliferation treaty of
1970, almost 30 years ago. I am sorry that
the reader misunderstood me as
impugning Germany’s — or Sweden’s —
subsequent faithful adherence to that
treaty. That was not my intention.

Similarly, my phrase that the “danger is
not past” was not aimed at Germany.
Indeed, the next sentence discusses the
danger that the spread of reprocessing in
east Asia could exacerbate the danger of
proliferation there.
Frank N. von Hippel
Center for Energy and Environmental Studies,
H-102 Engineering Quadrangle,
Princeton University,
Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA

‘No controversy’at CITES

Sir — I wish to comment on your article
about the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species (Nature 394,
112; 1998). The CITES secretariat is not
“one of the United Nations’ most
controversial secretariats”, but rather quite
the contrary. For 25 years, it has been a
model of efficiency and qualified service.

Your statement that “two members of
the CITES secretariat in Geneva have been
dismissed” is incorrect. The staff in question
opted for early retirement, and were offered
compensation for their long years of service.
The departure of these two professional staff
members is highly regretted.

You refer to the role of these two
individuals “in awarding permits to
organizations that wanted to trade in
plants and animals on the CITES list of
banned species”. But the CITES secretariat
does not grant CITES permits; this is the
role of the CITES management authorities
of member states. Permits are not granted
to “organizations”. Nothing of this sort
ever happened in the secretariat, either
related to these two staff members or, to
my knowledge, to any other member of the
secretariat.

The statements in your article have
damaged the reputation of two honourable
and highly skilled professionals, who have
left the secretariat to the regret of all the
parties, and who are very much respected
by all who have known them. They are also
damaging to the CITES parties, and to the
United Nations Environment Programme.
Victoria Lichtschein
Dirección de Fauna y Flora Silvestres,
Secretaría de Recursos Naturales y Desarrollo
Sustentable, Argentina
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